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Trustees name Sullivan 20th S.U. president

Several letters were received in support of
Sullivan prior to the appointment, O'Brien
said. He said he could recall only one letter in

by Nathalie Weber
William J. Sullivan,S.J., is the new S.U.

president.
Sullivan's selection was announced Monday at a news conference by Robert D.
O'Brien, chairman of the board of trustees
and co-chairman of the presidential search
committee.
Sullivan, a theologian, took office immediately. He succeeds Edmund G. Ryan,

S.J., who resigned Feb. 27 for health reasons.
ACCORDING to O'Brien, the board of
trustees unanimously approved the committee's recommendations to appoint Sul-

livan as the 20th president of S.U.
Sullivan, previously University provost,
said he finds personal satisfaction as an
administrator.
"I really do feel that the basic function of
an administrator is to provide the space,"
Sullivan said. "This includes physical space
and financial space in which the faculty of the
University carries on its role."
SULLIVAN said that no one has been
appointed to the provost's position and that
he will continue to perform the duties of
provost as well as president until a new
provost is selected.
Sullivan said S.U.is instable financial and
enrollment situation. He said that he does not

opposition to Sullivan.

ROYCE SAID the letter came from a
group of alumni that objected to Sullivan's
support of ordaining women to the

priesthood.
"Fr. Sullivan was not speaking as an
official of S.U.,but expressingan opinion as a
theologian on speculative theology," Royce
know of any plans to introduce a mini-version
of HJR-19, last fall's ballot proposal to grant
state aid to studetns in private schools.
"Private universities and colleges are concerned with the gap," Sullivan said, "and will
work in consort to bring financial aid to the

students."
JAMES E. ROYCE, trustees secretary
and co-chairman of the presidential search
committee, said 21 names were submitted for
the candidacy. Eleven of the 21 were interviewed, he said.
Asked why the committee reached a decision nearly a month prior to their projected
deadline of June 1,O'Brien said, "We (search
committee) interviewed all the candidates and
we agreed that Sullivan was the choice."

ROTC to transfer
to U.W. campus?
by JosephineMallo
The S.U. ROTC department
may gradually phase out its
program if it does not meet
enrollment requirements by the
end of this school year.
According to Lt. Col. Arch
Bourque, head of ROTC, the
program must fulfill requirements of 20 juniors and 15
students commissioned as officers from the senior class each
year.

This year,he said, the program

produced nine graduates. Next
year he expects the program to
produce 12 to 17 graduates. The
junior quota, he said, is the

crucial point of the future of the
program.

TO ATTRACT students, a
six-week summer camp will
fulfill the first two year requirements, he said.
"Right now, this is the crucial
time," he said. "Between now
andthe end of the school year 15
or more students must enroll for
basic camp at Kentucky.
Freshmen and sophomores can
enroll but sophomores are
preferred. This six-week camp
takes the place of the first two
years of ROTC."

School
dedicated

S.U. formally dedicated the
Albers School of Business in a
ceremonyon Friday in the Pigott
Auditorium. The school is
dedicated in honor of S.U.
benefactors, George and Eva
Albers.

Eva Albers, an orginal
member of the S.U. Guild, left a
sum of approximately $3 million
to S.U. in her will. This was
added to S.U.s permanent endowment in the fall of 1975.
A PLAQUE with the following inscription will be placed in
Pigott which houses the Albers
School of Business.
"In recognition of outstanding
business pioneers, for fostering
interest in American industry,
and generosity to private education, particularly to Seattle University, this school is dedicated
to George and Eva Albers."

said.
The group also objected to S.U. sponsoring specific speakers sexuality symposium,
for which Royce contended Sullivan was not
directly responsible.
Sullivan said he tentatively plans toincorporate his inauguration with commencement
ceremonies June 6.

At the camp, Bourque said,

students will be paid $500 incash
and free clothing, room and
board,and transportation to and
from the camp will also be
provided. If they complete the
course successfully, the students
may compete for a two year
scholarship covering tuition,
books and fees, he added.
The students also qualify for
the $100 subsistence allowance
provided for each month of
school whether or not they
receive the scholarship, he said.
The University also agreed to
provide free rooms for the up to
15 new scholarship winners next
year, Bourque said.Thisis worth
$700 to each student and will be
effective through next year.
Ifenrollment requirementsare
not met and the Army follows
through on the termination, the
program will be phased down
over a period of one to two years
with the bulk of the program
centered at the U.W. campus.
"Back until 1965, it was mandatory for freshmen and
sophomores to enrollin ROTC,"
Bourque said, explaining the
decrease in enrollment. "Then
there were hundreds in ROTC
and the numbers of students that
went on were about 40 to 50each
year. Since 1965, it has not been
mandatory to enroll in ROTC."
THE PROGRAM cut is part
of the national budget cuts,
Bourque explained.
"We are being affected by the
same limitations on funds that
limits how many tanks or
helicopters we can buy," he said.
"The only program that will surviveare those that are cost effective.
"ROTC has problems at S.U.
but it is a problem that cannotbe
resolved," he said. "It is a people
problem. If sufficient people stay
interested, it will stay here. If
there aren't sufficient people, it
won't. It's up to students and
faculty to decide."
ROTC provides free faculty,
advisers, equipment to the University while S.U. provides the
program classroom, offices and
storage space. The program,
which has been on S.U. campus
for 25 years, sponsors the
Pathfinders club, the Rifle team
and the Colonial Guard.
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Views on administration clash
and biology department chairman, said, "Yes, there are too
many administrators." There are
secretary to theboardoftrustees,
expressedconcern over growing too many positions at the higher
administrative positions in a level that could be handled by
letter to members of the board fewer personnel, he added.
As a result of increased adand University vice presidents. ministration,
Aldrich said the
The Spectator interviewed
William Sullivan, S.J., S.U. department level positions are
president, who declined com- saddled with paperwork that
takes up too much time.
ment on the letter, and several
faculty members for their Paperwork becomes a full time
job, which is a detriment to
responses to Royce's claim.
teaching,
he explained. "Iwould
hasn't
a
case
"There
been
made for saying we've overstaff- agree with Fr. Royce that we
ed. It is my judgment, subject to have a strong obligation to keep
that in some key tuition down and faculty salaries
revision
has
been critically competitive," Don Foran, S.J.,
areas S.U.
understaffed," William Sullivan, said.
S.J., Universitypresident, saidin
"THE INJECTION of some
an interview Tuesday.
blood, however, seems
new
The financial aid office is an justified, as long as it doesn't
example. In the past it hasn't cause coagulation in some limb
received asmuch governmentaid far from the heart."
as it could have because of stafDr. Thomas Cunningham,
fing problems, he claimed.
associate professor of psyALSO, in the past S.U. had a
vice president "doing essentially
clerical work," Sullivan said. He
waspaid a vice president's salary,
yet the argument "you're 'saving
money' by not hiring a staff
assistant" was frequently heard.
"Nurse, how's that boy who
"That is not efficiency," Sullivan
stressed.
swallowed the quarter?"
He added S.U. hasn't done as
"No change yet."
There's no change yet in the
well as possible in past fundraising drives. "One of the editor for next year's Spectator.
reasons has been that the staffing Nathalie Weber, 21 , whoheld the
has been subcritical," heexplain- helm this year, will keep the reins
ed.
for another season.
Weber, who will be a senior
"The purpose of administrationis to support the education," next year, was askedabout possihe continued. "And Ithink the ble changes for the paper.
administration should be willing
"WE'RE PLANNING on exto critically examine its expenditures. It is my judgment, sub- panding the editorial staff to
ject to further review, that weare encompass more facets of the
University," she said. "This
not overstaffed."
Faculty interviewed, for the democratic distribution of permost part agreed there were too sonnel will allow greater group
committment while alleviating
many administrative positions.
individual anxiety and subseDR. LEWIS Aldrich, quent breakdowns."
associate professor of biology
Weber recently won a $1,248
by John Sutherland
Last week James Royce, S.J.,

.. .

chology, commented, "Yes, there
are too many administrative
positions on campus. I'm not
sure they all have a viable place."
He said in the past he hasn't
seen the visibility of new administrators in terms of new
programs, income or new kinds
of productivity.
"But I'm willing to wait and
see," he pointed out. "If nothing
happens to the economic position of the University and we
keep going further and further
into the hole, Idon't see theneed
for extra positions."

"I DON'T know where the
administration could be
pointed out," Rosaleen Trainor,
extra

CSJ, director of the honors
program, said.
I don't have evidence of it,
though it could be a lack of
knowing what's going on. "I
(Continued on page 3)

Weber remains
Spectator editor
scholarship from Women in
Communications, a national
women's group.
ONE WRITER,
Kevin
Donohoe, who asked not to be

identified, declined comment. "I
fear a blood purge," washis only
enigmatic comment.

"Weber has been everything to
us this year," said another.
"Mother,
baby-sitter,
chaperone. drill-sergent, bartender, financial advisor,
tobacco-spitter and floor show."
Weber was asked to sum up
her year as editor.
"Boy, the family next door to
me must bereallypoor,"she said.
"You should have seen the fuss
they made when the baby
swallowed a penny."

rod harmon:

Editorial

Family essential to state

Home is that place where,
when you have to go there,
they have to let you in.
Robert Frost
The family is the most humane, effective
and economical welfare system known to
man.
There are no regulations, no complicated
forms,
no red tape. Eligibility is a birthright.
Monday's
Few were surprised at
board of trustees
They
have
to let you in because you belong
Sullivan,
S.J.,
J.
the
20th
announcement of William
as
president of S.U. The support Sullivan has drawn in his less- there.
Americans, however, increasingly look
than-a-year term at S.U. leads us to believe few were
to the state for every kind of socialassistance.
disappointed in the selection, either.
large
will
be
in
the
support
Continued
a
factor
success of We fail to remember that the state is never to
large
term.
Another
factor
will be be fully trusted, that the world outside the
presidential
Sullivan's
family is usually unjust and rarely comSullivan's ability to respond to the needs of the University.

Action needed
to keep stability

—

passionate.

IN A RECENT interview,Sullivan said his top priority as
president is "to promote the financial stability and strength of
the institution so that we can continue to develop the
educational quality of our programs." The Spectator feels that
specifics are essential to understanding and attaining such a
broad "priority" that encompasses a substantialnumber of the

University's operations.
Specifically, there has been too much money spent on
factions of this University that have nothing to do with the
improvement of the educational programs offered. Enormous
amounts of our tuition dollars have gone to the renovationof
both the administrative offices and the Connolly P.E.Center.
Does this improve our education?

We should look instead to government
programs and business practices that support
rather than replace the family. A wise social
and economic order would make the family
the highest priority and recognize it as the
basic unit.
GIVEN THIS principle, our present
social and economic order is less than wise.
It is difficult to pursue a professional
career without impinging on family life.
Success hinges on promotions, requires
transfers, breaks up neighborhoods. Children
especially suffer from the de-stabilized social
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THE NEED is for creativity. The
challenge is to develop creative approaches
that will extend day care into the home and
strengthen the family.
But governmentand business can only be
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The statecannot force people to be good

family members. Unless we as individuals are
willing to fulfill our moral obligations to our
families, innovative programs are useless.

Unless we as workers are willing to
demand that business and industry be more
accommodating to family life, we can expect
no response.
The family can serve as acounterbalance
to the state, if we want it to. Itcan best satisfy
basic human needs. And as a welfare system,
none can beat it.

THIS WOULD particularly benefit
attention and that takes time. Part-time
employment and more flexible workinghours
could provide that time.
The business world exerts a tremendous
impact on the quality of family life. Ifit chose
to accommodate itself to the family, thereare
probably many more changes it could make.
No less an impact is exerted by govern-

Reactions and comments to this column are
welcomed. Please bring all responses to The
Spectator, third floor McCusker, or mail
them to The Spectator, Seattle University,
Seattle, WA 98122.

ment policy.
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parents with young children. Children need
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THE ORIGINAL purpose of the regulation was to crack down on welfare chiselers.
Ineffect, italso breaks down families because
they are poor.
This kind of counterproductivity could
be curtailed by requiring a family-impact
statement, much like an environmentalimpact statement. Such a requirement would
force lawmakers and bureaucrats to consider
the family before proposing new programs.
Federally-funded day care is coming to
America. The question is not if but what kind.
Will we delegate child-care to specialists,
reducing parent and community responsibility for their children?
Or will day care become family-entered,
strengthening the family by involving parents
and other family members in planning and

administration?

Fortunately in January the board of trustees placed a environment.
A family-oriented personnel policy
$10,000 aggregatelid on all spending without board approval
would
minimize out-of-town, weekend and
cut
back
irresponsible
may
spending.
which
on
evening obligations. It would reduce the
FURTHER efforts, however, must be made to maintain number of geographic moves by making
financial stability. Scrutinizing the necessity of all ad- exceptional the often routine policy of
ministrative and staff positions and revising or eliminating transferring employes every few years.
Business organizations and government
student services that are in effective as determined by the
provost's survey are solid starts. Only through positive efforts, agencies should increase the number and
not merely loose controls,can the University operate efficently. status of part-time positions. And there is no
reason why some professional careers could
not be pursued on a part-time basis.
Published Thursdays during the
school year except on holidays and
during examinations by SeattleUniversity. Edited by S.U. students with

For example, present welfare regulations
prohibit aid to poor families which have an
unemployed, able-bodied man in the
household. Such families can receive Aid to
Mothers with Dependent Children if the
father abandons them. Thus, conscientious
fathers who cannot find work are forced to
abandon their families in order to support
them!
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Letter
to the
editor
sign
To the editor:

I would like, on behalf of the

BSU.

to

thank all those who

attended the disco Friday night
and hope that this is a good sign

of better things
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to come.
Leonard Young
ASSU senator

correction
The registrar's office is open
until 7:30 p.m. on May 12, 13
rather than the 9:30 p.m.
printed in April 22nd issue in
The Spectator.

lost and found
Campus lost and found is in
lhe Bookstore mailroom.
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Quality of life differs, right to die challenged
care.
She had eight surgeries to
remove malignant tumors, the
"We should not define humans
cost of all the medical attention
as what they canproduce," Topel
was over $200,000, he explained.
said. He said he follows the
He raised the question: Should
guideline set up by the New
extraordinary medical care be
Testament. Those of us who are
pgovided if the patient does not
fortunate shouldaid theretarded
have a chance to live anyway?
and less fortunate, he said. "The
In Montana, Pallister said, it
people we should help are not
is manslaughter if the doctor
those with smiles on their faces,
does not do everything possible
but rather those who glower at
to keep the patient alive. It
us."
should not be the sole respon-pholo hy louis collerell
sibility of the doctor to make the
decision, he said. Parents should
If he were dying and there
topic
of (1. to r.) Dr.
OF LIFE was the discussion
weren'tmuch
chance that he was'
be brought in, given all the QUALITY
and
Phillip
Ridgway,
S.J.,
Eileen
John Topel,
Dr.
Pallister
going to live, Shurtleff said he
necessary information, and
for
interface.
life
would rather die than have a
between the parents and thedoc- David Shurtleff in yesterday's student's
tor a decision should be reached. quality," Ridgeway said,"we are dividual, she said. She related monstrous doctor keep himalive
talking about an ideal." It re- her experience working with by sticking tubes in him and
TO SUBJECT the patient to quires a decision, and that deci- deformed babies and said it using extraordinary means to
extraordinary treatment is cruel
keep him alive.
sion changes with each in- enriched her ability to love and
to the patient, he said. Modern
technology has distorted ormeeting
dinary and extraordinary care
and the amount of suffering that
is involved, he added.
Pallister's criterion for determining if an individual should
The new election code was pay 80 per cent of the salaryand spokesman also introduced its
extraorundergo
surgery
began
or
and answered
THE INTERFACE
discussed at the senate meeting the ASSU $30 a quarter. By constitution liability
and conhiring extra help, the burden of questions on
with Pallister showing slides of dinary care is if the patient is Monday night.
defective children. Pallister talk- capable of returning a smile.The
Straus, ASSU vice presi- typing would be eased and the struction fees.
Joe
A motion made by Mike
ed about the diseases affecting smile,he said, is an outward sign dent, explained the code hoping ASSU offices willalso be able to
Hackett was passed asking
the children and results that can that the patient does have some to clarify "some seemingly un- stay open longer, he said.
capability of response. If the intelligible language."
students involved with last
be expected with treatment.
He showed a slide of one girl individual has no capability for
STRAUS then introduced week's Kalapanaconcert to give
Straus also spoke on the new
who needed two pacemakers, any type of human response then filing and transcript dates in the the newly formed political a writtenevaluation to the senate
one oneach side of her stomach, it should be fed and nourished. code and the fact that seven forum's constitution andassured on the results of the concert.
Next senate meeting will be
to keep her alive. Because of However, he said, nature should senateseats will soon be vacated. the senate that it would be nonMonday
night at 7 p.m. in the
partisan.
other complications the girl did be allowed to take its course.
to
get
He urged all senators
"Whenever we use the word "somegood people to run like we
not have much chance to live.
The hang gliding club's Chieftain conference room.
did last election."

by Tom Parker
"If it takes extraordinary care
to keep the patient alive,and the
patient isn't going to live long
anyway, it is inhuman of us to
sustain his life," Dr. Phillip
Pallister said.
Pallister spoke at theStudents
for LIFEinterface on the topic of
"Quality of Life: the Moral
Challenge." Four speakers participated in the forum Wednesday afternoon in the Chieftain
upper lounge.
Participants in the discussion
were Pallister, director of the
genetic and birth defects unit,
Shodair Crippled Children's
Hospital, Helena, Mont.; Dr.
Eileen Ridgway, dean of S.U.s
School of Nursing; Dr. David
Shurtleff, director of the division
of congenital defects, Children's
Orthopedic Hospital; and John
Topel, S.J., theology departBurke,
ment. Patrick
philosophy department, was the
moderator.

Senate

New election code clarified

Faculty views . . .

A SENATE bill was introduced by Maria Sullivan "as a
response to the feelings
generated in the senate after Kip
Toner's presentation on work
study last week."
The bill proposes that a
program awarding a number
of academic scholarships to outstandingenteringandcontinuing

(Continued from Page I)

Royce took the letter to a public
couldn't designate specific areas forum (TheSpectator)as he did.
"I know administration is
where positions need to be
eliminated," she concluded.
becoming increasingly complex
Dr. John Eshelman,associate of late, so I suppose we need
professor pf economics, said, some more, but I really don't
"Like a lot of faculty members—I know the point of his letter,"
students, regardless of their
Parry asserted.
have kind of a reflex reaction
financial need, be set up.
yes, there are too many adPi Sigma Epsilon's constituCOMMENT"
the
ministrators.
"NO
was
"However if asked to identify only reaction from Francis tion was approved after the
the excess positions, I'm afraid Wood, S.J., professor of elec- club's representative assured the
I'd show my ignorance and be trical engineering and electrical senate that membership would
engineering department chair- not be restricted to business
unable to," he admitted.
students.
"SINCE FR. Royce is in a man.
Straus introduced a senate
"I guess 1 would have to say
position to know more about it
than 1 am, I'd be inclined to say yes," responded Norma bill to allow the ASSU to hire a
yes, that's something to be con- Bushman, associate professor of work-study secretary. S.U. will
cerned about." That's the opi- nursing.
"In the 16 years I've been on
nion of Harry Kohls, S.J.,
associate professor of faculty I've seen the administrative staff grow greatly
philosophy.
However Kohls pointed out he and on the other hand the faculty
didn't have firsthand knowledge has decreased."
She didn't deny that perhaps
of the situation and hadn't had
there was more work for the
time to really think about it.
James Parry, associate administration to do, but she
professor of history, expressed objected that the administrative
lack of knowledgeon the subject. increase was disproportionate to
He said he was surprised Fr. the faculty size.

. . . DORM RESERVATIONS FOR STUDENTS STAYBE
INGIN THEDORMS DURING THE SUMMER WILL
TAKEN AT 3 P.M. tomorrow inFr. Leonard Sitter's office,
second floor Chieftain.

. . . SEATTLE

PERFORMING ARTS SCHOOL OF
THEATRE IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS AND RESUMES FOR TEACHING
AND DIRECTING POSITIONS. A children's drama
coach/ instructor,a director/ instructor of both musical theatre
and drama, a tap teacher and jazz teacher are also needed.
Those interested or having experience in any of these
areas, please submit resumes before May 14 to Karen Powell,
School of Musical Theatre,6600 1 st Aye. N.E., or call 524-2722
for an appointment for an interview. AH positions are parttime and willbegin with the summer program which starts June
21, 1976.
MUSICAL
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FREIGHT PURCHASE
GARRARD COIMP
1976 am/fm stereo receiver.
Built in tape system. 4 speed
Garrard turntables and 2
matchingspeakers.
Asking 79.80
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4.6 Broadway E.
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S.U. CHOIR PRESENTS "CLOUD
COME AND BOOGIE AND BREW

>

SATURDAY— MAY 8—9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
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UPPER CHIEFTAIN $2.00 per person/$3.00 per couple

Charlie's has

good taste
til 3:OO a.m.
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THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 1 FREE BEVERAGE
OTHERWISE 25 CENTS PER CUP
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Textbooks bad example for good grammar
by Joe Guppy
If you find yourself falling asleep while
studying or if your papers come back with
"incoherent" or "sloppy" written all over
them, you've probably been making the mistake of reading your textbooks.
For the amount of money students spend
them,
on
an alarming number of textbooks
contain poor writing and sloppy style that can
make them boring to read and influence the
student's own work.
HISTORYISa subject many find difficult
or boring. Books like A History of the
Modern World to 1815 ($7.95) by R. R.
Palmer and Joel Colton, an introductory
history text Iused last quarter, do not help.
Although the information in the book is
solid and essential, it is presented in a style
that is difficult to read. Throughout, the
reader faces verbosity, convolutions and bad
sentences.

A section on the Rennaisance, certainly
one of the most exciting periods in history,
contains this sentence:
"THEY (changes in art) involved the
whole area of culture which is neither
theological nor scientific but concerns essentially moral and civic questions, asking what
man ought to be or ought to do, and is
reflected in matters of taste, style propriety,
decorum, personal character, and education."
(P- 53)
First, it is unclear what the word "they"
refers to (I'm still not sure Igot it right), and
from then on it's downhill. Could anyone tell
what "is reflected" refers to upon the first

reading?
English composition teachers kill
themselves to get students to use active
instead of passive verbs. But when students
crack open their history textbook, passive

verbs abound. In two pages about Rennaisance art, there are 18 passive verbs.
EVERYTHING in art "was built,""were
put up," "was unknown," "was anticipated,"
"was localized," "was caught," "was shown"
and "was depicted," as if there were no
architects, sculptors and painters doing it all.
Many sentences would be better condensed.
"If the reader were to take a map of
Europe, set one leg of a pair of dividers on the
city of Paris, and with theother leg describe a
circle having a radius of five hundred miles, he
would mark out a zone, from which, since
about the year 1650, a greatdeal ofmodern or
'western' civilization has radiated." (p. 16))
Note the superfluous "the year" and the
repetition in "radius" and "radiated."
WHAT'S WRONG with: "Since about
1680, the area within 500 miles of Paris has
been a major center of western civilization"?
All that picturesque stuff about the dividers is
not appreciated at two in the morning the day
of the exam.
In my oral interpretation class this
quarter, William Taylor, an English teacher,
took the time to point out a number of errors
in the text. The Liberal Art of Interpretation.
($10.95)
Although the text is fundamentally good,
Taylor said, "There are occasional errors in it
that are disturbing."

In a discussion of American emotional
inhibition,the text reads, "No doubt, someof
the reigning in of free emotional expression
seeps into American family life itself." (Italics
mine, p. 35.)
THE AUTHOR means "reining in" as
with a horse, not "reigning" like a king.
Another sentence reads "This means that
within our own necessarily unique speech

behaviors, we could invent

.. .
..

adequately
behavioral gestalten that most
everyone would understand
." (italics
mine, p. 41.)
The author means "Almost everyone."
Taylor said he finds the contrast of erudition
and colloquialism funny.
These may seem like picky grammatical
points, but they are not. If students are
expected to write correctly, their examples,
the textbooks, had better be perfect.
THE WRITING style of The Liberal Art
Interpretation
is clearer than that of the
of
history book mentioned above, but it toogets
wordy in spots. In one section, an indecipherable question from an expert is given,
supposedly to prove a point.
Even in English class one can't escape
poor English. English criticism is notorious
for being unnecessarily complicated and is
often the antitheses of the very writing it
analyzes.
Ways to Poetry, ($4.95) a text I am
using this quarter, contains a brief and
confusing chapter on poet Sylvia Plath. Consider this:
"TO FOCUS upon the confessional
nature of Plath's late Arielpoetryand to trace
in it evidence of her imminent suicide is only
one way to account for the astonishment the
reader feels for the disturbingmetaphors and
justapositions in her poems." (p. 229)
This is the first time the reader learns that
Plath committed suicide and if one didn't
know one feels stupid. Also, the sentence
awkwardly backs into its point, which never
becomes reallyclear. "Only one way,"indeed.
These are not isolated cases.Instead of
kicking yourself for not being able to pay
attention to your studies tonight, take a look
at the writing style of your text.

similar

Genevay: Age does not reduce need for sexuality
by Suzanne Bradley

"The drive for warm,
meaningful, intimate contact
never diminishes in intensity until we die," said Bonnie Genevay,
Family and Child Service of
Metropolitan Seattle, Monday
night in the library auditorium.
Speaking in the last program
in the AWS human sexuality

symposium, Genevay discussed eventually fit into.
"The Agelessness of Sexuality."
Genevay related studies she
had done in retirement homes on
YET, ACCORDING to the amount of touching and
Genevay, this is an ageist culture affection given to the residents.
where age is feared and sexuality The results were that the people
is a double standard. The youth were only touched for functional
and beauty culture in America purposes or in a patronizing
has built a self-fulfilling manner.
prophecy that today's youth will
"Touch increases being in the
world and our youth and beauty
cult has done terrible things to
the aged," Genevay said.

Jacalyn Dean gets
Fullbright scholarship

GENEVAY continued by examining the effects that age has
on the different sexes. Women,
she said, becomeobscene sexually with their veined legs, sagging
bosums and thinning hair.
Women are also seen as
worthless after the sexually
reproductive years are over.
Men also fear being viewed as
a less worthwhile person. Men,

Jacalyn Dean, 1975 S.U. causes and to strive for that
which Iknow to be right even
when obstacles are placed in my
the Fullbright-Hays scholarship path."
for a year's graduate study in
DEAN HOPES to obtain a
Denmark.
The Fullbright-Hays doctorate in education upon although they depend on a sexscholarship which covers costs completion of her masters, and ually respondent woman,decline
for tuition, books, insuranceand eventually enter the legal profes- in sexual activity after retiresion as an attorney specializing ment. The decline is a result of
travel totals about $6,000.
In her application. Dean cited in legal services for the han- retirement and the feelings of
a comparitive study of dicapped.
worthlessness that effect sexual
She was a magna cum laude behavior,
Washington state and Denmark
Genevay said.
special education systems as graduate, a member of the S.U.
Sexual activity prolongs life
reason for the scholarship. The choiranda S.U.cheerleader. She
study will be used in working was also a member of Kappa because of the spiritualand menDelta Pi, national teachers' tal lift, she continued. The sextowards her masters degree.
honorary, and Alpha Signa Nu, uality criterion for mentalhealth
DENMARK AND other national Jesuit honorary.
includes theessential tenderness,
Scandinavian countries are 15
Dean also reigned as Miss touching and flirting. Sexual inyears ahead of the U.S. in their Seattle Seafair during 1973 and tercourse is only part of the
approach to retardation. Dean traveled with the S.U. choir to definition of sexuality,Genevay
wrote. She expressed her desire Denmark in its 1 974 tour.
added.
to be enrolled in the graduate
""""""""""#"""#(3"
program in special education at
the Danish College of EducaPREPARATION FOR
tion.
Dean is the oldest of three
sisters, one of whom is mentally
retarded and who was responsiNOW ENROLLING
ble for her initial interest in the
field of mental retardation.
"My family and the faculty of
S.U. have had the greatest inVST/
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
fluence on my ellectual developEDUCATIONAL CENTEH =j^Aetfk
Since 1938
£
£
ment," she wrote in her application. "They have encouraged me #
In Seattle Area (206) 329-1970
%
beyond surface
to look
appearances to seek underlying
graduate in education, recently
has been named the recipient of

"

fS'#

I
" MCAT

DAT

LSATJ*

"
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— photoby sieve celle
Bonnie Genevay
"WE CROW moreunique and
diverse as we growolder. We are
much more choosey in our life
because weareso close to death,"
Genevay continued.
is especially
Affection
necessary in the elderly years.

She asked the audience to define
now what kind of sexual being
they will be as they grow older,
especially in a society that denies
sexuality to the elderly;

"Sexuality is ageless and

timeless," she concluded.

5 Point Drive In Cleaners
A Complete, Modem Plant
ASK FOR YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT

For 22 Years "THE" Cleaner for S.U.
Right Across From the 'Chief

EA 4-4112

Nuclear power gets reactor
by John Deßocco
Debate on a proposed in-

itiative for safety controls on
future nuclear power plantsended Thursdaynight with members
of the audience shouting down
one of the pro-initiative
speakers.
The discussion on nuclear
power plants was sponsored by
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (lEEE) at
Pigott Auditorium.
Dr. Robert Lamson,
economist and Dr. Peter
Lauritzen, president of the
Coalition for Safe Energy
(CASE), presented views in
favor of the initiative. Dr.Gene
Woodruff, associate professor of
nuclear engineering ofU. W. and
Mark Arant, member of the Tricouncil,
Cities technical
presented the opposing views.
INITIATIVE 325 proposes
that nuclear plants safely
manage waste handling and
storage, that safety systems work
in actual tests and that power
provided by nuclear plants is
actually needed. The initiative
also proposes that plant
operators will be liable for
damages in cases of system
failure as in other industries.
Arant, the first speaker,
suggested a three-part plan for
the energy crisis.

"Todeal with the energy crisis,
we should follow a three-part
plan stressing conservation,coal
power andnuclear energy;exactly in that order," he said.
THE INITIATIVE, he said,
cannot be labeled as a safeguard.
Lamson, the following
speaker, presented a view supporting the initiative.
There would be no loss of
existing jobs because the initiative deals with the plants
receiving site certification after
February 10, he said.
"NUCLEAR energy must be
looked at from two perspectives," he said, "social responsibility and economics." Since
the nuclear waste product,
plutonium, is highly toxic and
remains active up to 200,000
years, we have a responsibility to
safely dispose of the waste if not
for ourselves then to our
succeeding generations, he added.
Woodruff, the following
speaker, spoke in opposition to
the initiative. He said that
nuclear safetyand wastedisposal
issues are the most important yet
least understood aspects of the
initiative.
USING GRAPHS andcharts
from the Rasmussen report, he
showed that the probability ofa

jobs available
The following jobs are available through the Career
Planning and Placement Office, Bellarmine 115.

ASSISTANT SUPERVISOR FOR STATEWIDE ART
SERVICES, ($B,OOO yearly), visiting adjunct instructor on
staff of museum, B.A. degreeinfine or applied arts,experience
and manual skills relating to lecture/demonstrations on
packing, preparingand displayingart works,assists supervisor
with reports and assumes minor administrative duties, closing
date June I.

—

nuclear accident was extremely
low.
"To trust our legislators to
make decisions on such a controversial subject is an absurdity," he said. "They couldn't even
come to a decision on a simple
thing like the levy problem."
opposed
Lauritzen
Woodruffs statement saying we
live in a democracy and in a
democracy, value judgments
which affect lifestyles should be
made by legislators and congressmen.

LAURITZEN also questioned the validity of the Rasmussen
report,noting that it was funded
and conducted within the in-

dustry.
In the question-and-answer
period, opinions were mostly
directed to speakers who sup-

ported the initiative. The idea
that jobs are necessarily related
to energy consumption was also
disputed by several members of
the audience.
Other persons noted that the
U.S. doubles its consumption of
electricity every 10 to 18 years.
Cutting back consumption
without affecting productivity is
impossible, they said.

LAMSON said our affluence

has been achieved by greaterand

consumption but added
that it does not mean we cannot
conserve in the future.
His remark drew boos from
the remaining audience and he
was shouted down whenhe tried
to make successive comments.
The remaining group noted its
approval when members of the
audience suggested that most
productive thing the persons
supporting the initiative could
do would be to walk home.
Others suggested that he return
to school to revamp his
economic theories.
greater

SELECT SPEAKERS
In an effort to better serve you the ASSU is requesting your help in
deciding speakers for next year. Here is a possible list of prospective
speakers. Please state your top three preferences, and rank them accordingly. Return this form to the ASSU office by Tuesday.

Daniel Patrick Moynihan, former
United Nations ambassador
Peter Jennings, ABC-TV Middle
East correspondent
Rep. Andrew Young, Black congressman from Atlanta
Sen. Mark Hatfield, senior senator
Oregon, Christian author
Vincent Bugliosi, Manson trial pros-

ecutor

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., historian,
author, aide to JKF
LaDonna Harris, leader in American
Indian causes
Barbara Jordon, Black congresswoman from Texas
Pierre Salinger, JFK's press secretary, McGovern campaign
Lesley Stahl, NBC-TV political correspondent
Merle Miller, biographer of Truman,
author "Plain Speaking"
Sen. John Tower, senior senator

from Texas
Tran Van Dinh, former Vietnamese
ambassador to the USA
Susan Brownmiller, author 'Against
Our Will", rape expert
Roger Mudd, CBS-TV correspondent, anchorman
William F. Buckley, Firing Line,
conservative columnist
Fr. Robert Drinan, Jesuit priest, congressman Massachusetts
Others
Thank you.

.

Pathfinders raft down river

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY ADULT BASIC
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, ($650-5800), office exThe Army ROTC-sponsored
perience preferably working with Indian education programs,
S.U. Pathfinders took advantage
programs,
related
maintain
files
and
Adult Basic Education or
weekend weather to
records, coordinate schedules for speakers, testing and of the early
hold an overnight river-rafting
newsletters, type correspondence, immediate opening.
expeditionat the northCascades
town of Rockport.
COLLEGE,
ADMISSIONS COUNSELOR FOR
Almost 30 people arrived
($B,OOO yearly— nine month term beginning Aug. 16), Friday afternoon at the Skagit
recruiting and counseling of prospective students and review- River village. The group left
ing applicant credentials,extensive traveland implementing of early Saturday by car to the
campus visitation programs, B.A. degree with experience in jump-offpoint, a bridgeabout 16
upriver.
admissions or related administration, counseling or public miles
relations preferred, ability to communicate both verbally and
THERE, boats were inflated
in writing vital, closing May 15.
and manned.Crews also received
instructions and a safetybriefing
VISITING INSTRUCTOR IN PHOTOGRAPHY, from Pathfinder adviser. Cap(Salary DOE), teachand supervise laboratory activities for two tain Montie Hess.
During the trip, the group lor lunch, the trip was completed
courses in photography, technical expertise in photography to
engaged
in impromtu naval in less than five hours.The group
by
portfolio, formal education and/ or
be demonstrated
when
boats passed other returned that afternoon on Old
battles
shows,
college
prefer candidate with successful
successful
boats. With a stop at mid-river Highway 99.
teaching experience, closing date May 14.
COUNSELOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE, (salary
Olympia Brewing Company. Olympia. Washington *OLY'®
dependent upon the faculty salary schedule), M.A. in couseling, experience counseling in college level,andstudent services
a world buffeted by change, consider ,-.
(financial aid,admissions,student activities) assist in coordinathe unchanging church key.
tion and planning,organizing and directingof student services.
On a fateful day in
October, 1919, Mac C. i«9^
»|
RESIDENT MANAGER— OFF-CAMPUS CONRosenfeld received Patent ffirH
fflfl
#1,260,321 for it. A gleamingH\
FERENCE CENTER, ($773-$989 monthly), with meeting
SB
symphony (it spring steel, the ifijk
facilities, lodging and food services for guests, maintain
church key was used by three ijjgs.
$ys
buildings and grounds and equipment, coordinates activities of
generations of thirsty collegiate
conferences,
ed/v/
employees and services for pre-arranged
Oly drinkers. Not until the twist-top^^&N. BbJ
ucational and governmental and professional meetings. ($B5
was its utilityquestioned, although the
«E1
discriminating Oly drinker will always
gj 1K&
deductible from salary), two years experience applicable to
keep one on hand for tav-Stubbies and
public contact work, college graining may substitute for yearYKR
Oldtime bottles.
nl
for-year required work experience.
toHV
*
key
The design of the church
hasn't
♥
♥
skill,
changed
because
it
was
made
with
W&
The following companies are recruiting on campus this
ingenuity and simplicity. A great beer
fill
TOg,
month.
'KS&
doesn't change for many of the same
Internal Revenue Service
Monday, May 10
reasons.If it's done right going in, you'll Xl
TgfiV
Internal Revenue Service
have an unchanging standard of quality. Bjl
Tuesday, May II
jRBu
'fiSjj
Some things neverchange.Olympia
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration
(NOOA)
May 17 through 21 inclusive
Job Finding Workshop sponsored by Interaction
'
Sign-up sheets are posted in the Career Planning and
Beer doesn'tget any better.
Placement Office, Bellarmine Hall 115.

In

...

I

"/Of w

/d®^^^"^

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

CPA
REVIEW
SEATTLE

|

206 622-7475

COURSES BEGIN MAY 26
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Kalapana: late and mellow

arts & entertainment

So Yer Bored .. .
films —

The Killing ofa Chinese Bookie John Cassavetes, whose
last film. Woman Under the Influence, starred Peter Falk,
continues his infatuation with t.v. stars with Ben Gazzara in
this controversial story about a man forced to commit murder
for the syndicate. Gazzararuns for his life. At U.A. Cinema 70.

—

The Giant Spider Invasion The uncut version of
"Charlotte's Web." Annihilation by anarchistic arachnid. At
Roxy Tenton, Sunset, Sno-King, Auburn Aye and Valley.

— photo hy sieve celle
by Chuck Curtis
and Nelson Javanillo
Kalapana, a Hawaiian band

doing a commendable job as he
blew soft, almost cherubic and
melodic lines on flute.
AFTER "Nightbird," Malani
Bilyeu, acoustic guitar, conga
player and lead vocalist,explained to the crowd who began to
shout "rock 'n' roll," that, "We
like to start out mellow, then get
down to the funky stuff at the
end."
This seemed to relax the
audience who were then treated
to a fine instrumental, "Black
Sands," written by keyboard
player Kirk Thompson. The
song featured the lightningquick fingers of lead guitarist D.
J. Pratt, who continuously
amazed theaudience byplucking
out very intricate and unique
patterns on the guitar.
"The Hurt," another cut from
the album, followed the instrumental. This song is definitely one of Kalapana's most impressive numbers. It has a catch
acoustic guitar line with superb
lead and backup vocals. "All I
Want," a jazzy number,
emphasized Pratt's versatility on
guitar as he picked out notes
reminiscent of Carlos Santana
and John McLaughlin.

writingtalentsof Bilyeu,whohas
a high, yet crystal clear voice.

Listening to Bilyeu sing, one
might liken his voice to that of
Eddie Brigati of the Rascals.
The audience seemed able to
relate well to "Kona Daze" since
many were dazed already.
However, it was questionable
whether Kona Gold or alcohol
was responsible.
Other selections included
"You Make It Hard," written by
Bilyeu and "Uptown Country,"
an instrumental written by
Thompson and Pratt about
Hawaii's notorious Hotel Street.
The band really cooked on this
tune and had thecrowd standing
and shouting when it left. The
band came back to play two
encores in which the group traded leads throughout both
numbers, one after the other,
visually emphasizing the band's
resourcefulness in utilizing the
musical talents ofeach member.
Mackey Feary, Jr. The song
Despite the long delay, disc
featured the soft harmonies
jockey Pat Kibby's tasteless inwhich theband is bestknown for
troduction and the disappointand the very uniqueand pleasant
voice of Feary.
ment that Kalapana played just
Next, the group moved into
over an hour-and-a-half, the
event itself was a success,
more familiar territory, by doing
as
musically. Kalapana's repertoire
such hits "What Do IDo"and
TWO GENTLY flowing of songs ranges from soft mellow
"Nightbird" from their album.
Feary, once again, was featured numbers, "naturally"and "Kona tunes, to jazz, to blues and to
on lead vocals with Mike Paulo Daze," featured the vocal and nearly any variety of music.
relatively

unknown in the
Mainland, made its Northwest
debut Saturday night at Campion Tower in a concert sponsored by the ASSU.
Scheduled to begin at 8 p.m.,
the concert finally started at 10
p.m. Unforeseen difficulties with
rented monitors and speakers
contributed to an unusuallylong
and tedious sound check, which
was the major cause for the twohour delay.
JUST WHEN it seemed the
performance would finally
begin, Pat Kibby, KYAC disc
jockey, embarked on anuntimely, long-winded and virtually
useless introduction, which
further annoyed the by-now inebriated audience.
Kalapana opened the show
with a new song, "Lost Again,"
which was written and sung by

Good eats:

Chieftain a mixed stew
by Ken Goldman
The Chieftain cafeteria, whose primary
function is to provide coffee, soft-drinks,
donuts, packaged sandwiches and chili to
students could easily be replaced by a few

vending machines.
I'm certain that in some cases, the
machines would upgrade the service drastical-

ly. It's not often that Irun across a restaurant
so poorly managed that Iam tempted to step
in to make obvious changes for its improvement.

IT SEEMS strangeto me that students are
allowed inside the abandoned-looking
kitchen area,coming and goingas theyplease,
chatting with the cook, serving themselves
from behind the counter.
How long would it take the health department to close down sucha restaurantif it were
open to the general public? What about the
small children running loose behind the
counter? Is thekitchen doing double-duty asa
pre-school nursery?
On one recent trip to the Chieftain, I
thought I'd try their soup. When Iasked a
student employe what kind it was,he moved
the ladle around in it a couple times,bent over
and examined it closely, and said, "Beats me,
what do you think it is?" There were only a few
cooked-on beans left in the chili-pot, so I
passed up both the soup and the chili.
A WEEK AGO, Idropped by just for
coffee. The line of five or six people was
movingincredibly slow, and when Igot to the
cash register Ifound out why.
One of the small pre-schoolers was perched on the stool, making change for the
8
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customers! She was really enjoyingher lesson,
pushing down each key carefully, and counting back the money, as she was told what to
do. Those kinds of fun and games may
eliminate the boredom of the cafeteria workers, but they're totally out of place in a public
eating place.
The flow of customers through the line is
further slowed by the location of the sugar
and cream for the coffee drinkers. Itlooks asif
someone tried to find the spot most likely to
interfere with the movement of people past
the cashier and put the condiments there.
How simple it would be to move them to a
small table,eight or ten feet away,away from
the traffic flow.

Nosfereau, Freak, Blood and Roses— Three classic films
of a bizarre turn. One night only 7:30 p.m. Saturday at Kane
Hall, University of Washington.

—

Le Magnifique The Harvard Exit. Generally an upstanding movie house, is misrepresenting this film as some sort of
comic Lipstick. Sorry, it's no women's liberation piece, just a
hilarious, clever film about a pulp-novel writer who drifts
between reality and his books and eventually falls in love with
his equally spaced-out upstairs neighbor, a graduate student
doing a thesis on his novels.
Start the Revolution without Me— Gene Wilder and
Donald Sutherland star in this inspired comedy about twosets
of twins who get mixed upduring the French Revolution. With
The Producers, an uneven,but often funny Mcl Brooks work.
At the Neptune.
Royal Flash — King buys long overcoat. At Edgemont.

Bite the Bullet
Cinema One.

—

Dentist commits suicide. At Aurora

t.v.

Thurs:9 p.m.— "Brief Encounter," (9) — Haynes bun-huggers,
B.V.D. boxers, jockeys and Fruit of the Loom bikinis
square off.
12:30 p.m.— "Suddenly Last Summer" (7)— Bizarre
hallucinations disrupt otherwise normal life. Elizabeth
Taylor.
Fri:3:30 p.m.— "Maybe I'll Come Home inthe Spring." (s)—
David Carradine, in his pre-Kung Fu days, stars as the
ultimate spaced-out hippy. Eleanor Parker and Jackie
Cooper are her parents, two of thebest reasons around for
drug abuse.
Fri: 12:30 a.m.— "The Creature from the Black Lagoon" (7)—
Classic horror film with fabulous underwater
photography.

—

Sat: 1 p.m. Soul Train (11) — The Temptations all accidentally ask out the same girl.
9 p.m.— "Joe Kidd" (s)— My hero, Clint Eastwood, plays
a Mexico sheepherder. Did they intend the pun?
Sun: 11:30 a.m.— NBA Basketball (70— Playoff game.
9 p.m.— "Summer of '42" (4) — Older woman introduces
young boy to the pleasures of the flesh. A fine movie.
Mon: 12:30 p.m.— As the World Turns (7)— So does your
stomach.
3:30 p.m.— "The Dead Don't Die" (s)— Documentary
digs up massive, wide-spreadscandal in the funeral parlor
industry.
—
10 p.m. Animation Festival (9) Santa gets robbed,
Toulouse Lautrec, a rainbow bear and Woody
Woodpecker creator Walter Lanz's "Boogie Woogie
Bugle Boy."
Tues: 8:30 p.m.— Nova (9)— Benjamin." Program examines
the first six months of a baby's life.

—

"

I'M STILL not sure why the University
needs both the Chieftain cafeteria and the Wed:9 p.m.— "A Shotin the Dark" (1 1 )— Peter Sellers' second
Tabard Inn— especially since they're both
Inspector Clousteau film, perhaps funnier than the
located in the same area. There must be
original, "The Pink Panther." This time, Sellers falls in
tremendous duplication of services between
love with a pretty murder suspect.
the two. Think of the savings if they were to
close the kitchen of the Chieftain— perhaps
transfer all the cooking to the Tabard Inn,and
keep the Chieftain for snacks and coffee
Stage One Theater — A light look at birth, death and
drinkers.
revolution. "Infancy" by Thorton Wilder, "Sandbox" by
Speaking of coffee, on my last two trips, I Edward Albee and "Three Short Plays with verylong titles" by
found the coffee undrinkable. Ithrew away Robert Howard. In lower Pike Place Market, Friday and
two cups in two days, because the coffee was Saturday nights.
weak, bitter — with the strong bite of acid,
—
Jim Page Seattle's answer to Bob Dylan will perform
which usually indicates the urn needs cleaning free today
at 8 p.m. in the Shoreline Community College Little
or they're not putting enough coffee in the Theater.

miscellaneous

pot.

Pipeline Tavern— A fine show this weekend. Bluesmen
There isn't any great knack in managing a
Slim, Hubert Sumlin and John Lee Hooker will
bar-cafeteria,
Sunnyland
successful snack
but after considering the Chieftain, I'd like to know who's show up at various times. Kidd Afrika, a fine local band, is also
in charge. Idoubt if anyone is.
on the bill.

'Speed of Sound' uneven Duplicating center
boss enjoys work

by Joe Guppy

When you're one of the finest
rock vocalists in the business
yourself, why do you let every
other member of your band try a
hand at singing on your latest
album, which you're producing?
It's hard to say how Paul
McCartney would answer that
question, but it should be asked
by everybody who picks up his
latest release, Wings at theSpeed
ofSound. McCartney albums,
Like all
this one contains a lot of catchy
tunes and a few marginal ones.In
the past, the marginal ones were
always helped out by McCartney's generally exceptional
vocals, but for this album, five
out of the 11 songs are sung by
other band members. This is a
mistake.
SIDE ONE starts out strong
enough with "Let 'em In," a
bouncy, simple almost childish
McCartney special. It's a pleasant number, with marchingstyle drums by Joe English and
good horn work toward the end.
But then, just as one starts to
get into the album, "The Note
You Never Wrote,"comesalong,
sung by guitarist Denny Laihe.
The song has potential and a
great guitar solo, but Lame's
strained vocals,echo-chambered
to the max, aren't in the same
league as McCartney's and the

is frustrating.
It's like listening to an old
Faces album. When a group has
Rod Stewart as vocalist, why is
every other number croaked out
by guitarist Ron Wood or some
other member of the band?
Stewart or McCartney would
never attempt to play the guitar
leads Lame and Wood play, so
why does everyone think he or
she is a singer?
cut

THE OLD maxim "if you can
talk you can sing" is great for
getting auntie to open up at the

Christmas evesing-alongaround
the piano, but it doesn't apply to
high-priced albums supposedly
made by professional musicians.
The next two songs, both sung
by McCartney, "She's My Baby"
and "Beware My Love" are
good.The former is ahappy love
song with a hint of reggae beat.
The latter, one of the best
numbers on the album, is an allout rocker with some powerful
guitar and pounding piano.

"Wino Junkie" wasn't written
by McCartney, one of two such
songs on thealbum. Thisone was
written and sung by guitarist
Jimmy McCulloch and is a fine
tune with a nice instrumental
ending. The vocals are passable,
but with our ears still shaking
from McCartney's throaty,
riveting howls on the last cut,
McCulloch's efforts have to be
disappointing.
THE SECOND side starts out
much the same as the first, and
suffers the same problems. "Silly
Love Songs" is another fine McCartney toe-tapper. It'sacurrent
A.M. hit, complete with
obligatory disco-sound syrupy
strings, but they don't get in the
way much.
But then we're hit with Linda
McCartney's voice on "Cook of
the House," a rock 'n' roll
number that could have been
fastastic if hubby had grabbed
the mike. That would have
reversed sex roles, but today's
audience could have handled it.
Linda's voice is fine, even enjoyable, for
background
vocals the flat sound is
unique but it doesn't belong as
a lead.
On "Time to Hide" Lame tries
again, and ruins a song he wrote.
Joe English is the only band
member who justifies his vocal
debut on "Must Do Something
About It." He's helped out by an
excellent tune, oneof the best on
the disc.

Cartney should have sung the
whole dlbum. He hits the high
notes clear and cleanly and the
tune, in the old Beatles tradition,
is irresistable.
McCartney has used a lot of
horns for this album, more than
on previous works, and they are
high-lighted here. This song
features trumpet, a welcome
change from the incessant saxophone that is on every album
released these days.
"Warm and Beautiful," sentimental and slow, is the weakest
tune on the album.

McCARTNEY declined to
print a lyric sheet, for the first
time in a number ofalbums. It's
just as well. He's always been
blasted for his childish lyrics,
which generally are more concerned with sound than meaning.
Not everybody has to be a poet,
but if one's not even close, one
probably shouldn't print lyrics.
With Wings at the Speed of
Sound McCartney has shown
once again that he must have
been the major musical genius
behind the Beatles. The others
have done nothing in recent
years while McCartney continues to demonstrate his fantastic gift for writing catchy,
listenable melodies.
But, as this effort shows, he
could use some of the polish and
professionalism that the Beatles
showedin every album. Wings at
the Speed of Sound contains a
lot of good material that would
THE NEXT song, "San Ferry have been better if the best man,
Anne," is the best one and it McCartney, had done all the
succinctly shows why Mc- singing.

.

Arts week concerts unsatisfying
by Jean Kohlman
It's hard to say who should be

blamed for Wednesday's disappointing noon-hour concert in
the A. A. Lemieux auditorium.
The program, entitled,
"Guitar Concert," consisted of
two guitar trios and a guitarrecorder duo.

THERE WAS no attempt
madeat performing asgroups by
the musicians. This was perhaps
because their attention was
rivited solely on the music in
front of them and checking their
fingering on the strings of their
instruments as they grimly
plucked away.
It was a performance that
should have been restricted to
the rehearsal hall instead of an
open invitational. Perhaps sufficient time for rehearsals was
not provided to allow musical
interaction as groups and
familiarity with the music.
One performer in the final trio
did give a glimmer of what the
performance might have been —
he looked and sounded as
though he was glad to be there
and that he enjoyed themusic he
was playing, if you cancallthat a
highlight of a concert.
In contrast, the concert on
Thursday at noon was performed by students who were

well-prepared and enjoyed the
music they werepresentingin the
library foyer.
The small audience seemed to
enjoy it too.
Although Mozart isn't my
choice for lunch hour entertainment, and it was half of the
program's offering, the
"Sicilienne in G Minor," by
Faure was pleasant as offered by
Cassandra Carr, piano, and
Timothy Brown, cello.
BROWN provided a warm
tone and thoughtful treatment
with Carr giving an attentive
reading of the Faure work,
although Brown's lower notes
were occasionallyovershadowed
by the piano.

Patricia Bowman joined Carr
in the "Sonata in C Major" and
"Kugue in C Minor," by Mozart,
which closed the program.
The sonata is a technical piece
of brilliant,almost mathmatical,
musical composition and the
youngladies played it with precision, although monotonously.

Olive Hozack

""

>''""" by sleve <c

by Mary Ann Hood
whirs
The silver-grey machine clicks
then repeat
the action four more times. A woman gathers up the papers anc
moves away; another immediately moves up to the machine
behind her. Everywhere one looks there are boxes, package
and envelopes of paper.
This is the duplicating center. Room 101 in the Bookstore
building where Olive Hozack has worked for the past eigh
years. Familiar to faculty and office staff on campus, she
handles the duplication of printed class work for teachers anc
prints all stationary for the various offices on campus.

...

...

HOZACK was born in Seattle and has lived all her life
within a four-mile radius of the city. She commutes to S.U
everyday from her home in Burien. Whodunits are her favorite
form of entertainment after a day in the office.
Hozack joined the S.U. staff in 1968, a year after the
duplicating center was established. Previously, she had trainee
at Seattle Community College and worked for Alaska Airlines
and Boeing— doing work similar to her job here at S.U.
Hozack enjoys her work on S.U.s campus. "There's no
other place around where you'll find so many nice people all in
one spot," she said.
AND PEOPLE enjoy working with Olive. One of her
student assistants who has worked with her nearly four years,
comments, "She's very patient, she puts in a lot of time just
trying to do the best she can
a very kind person."
Hozack works with a staff of four,one off-campus worker
and three student employes. They help her in her manyfaceted job, by collating, stapling and packaging the paperand
doing off-set work.
She looks back over her years here at S.U. and vividly
remembers the Seattle riots of the early 70s. She remembers
especially a particular day when a police riot squat (complete
with rifles) came charging through the duplicatingcenter door,
on a report of a riot occurring in the S.U. Bookstore.

...

The fugue is a fine showpiece
for performers, and despite the
fugue's austere surface, it contains more emotional content
ALTHOUGH she says the center could use new equipthat Carr and Bowman showed
in their performance. That re- ment, Olive manages to handle the daily requests for ditto,
quirement is usually only mimeograph and copy work. She estimates that between 80
fulfilled by the more mature arpeople come in every day with some kind of
tists; however, they did give a and 100
duplication
work to be done. She can't even guess how many
good college-level performance
actual
sheets
of paper are run off.
with well-established rapport.
Hozack is small, with short light hair, black horn rimmed
glasses perched on her nose, and an infectious laugh. She
bustles about talking to her clients, trying to get jobs done and
overseeing her helpers.
Because she has been here almost since the center's
inception, Hozack knows her job well and does it well.
Individual copies are still 10 cents and "Students are
always welcome," she said.

Seven named to head
recruitment group
The student-to-student committee has chosen seven for next
year's committee.
They are Marsha Martin,
junior in foreign languages;
Mary Hurley, sophomore in
education; Kevin Livingston,
sophomore in honors; Elizabeth

Moceri, sophomore in French;
Zech, sophomore in
business; Byran Coluccio,

Carol

freshman in political science,and
Paul Pasquier, freshman in
business management. Ellen
Dahill,junior in political science,
will be next year's chairman.
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Netters second in WCAC
The S.U. men's tennis team
took second in the West Coast
Athletic Conference Championships last weekend at St.
Mary's. This is the fourth
straight year the Chiefs have
finished second intheconference
championships.
Pepperdine University won
the title with a total of 27 points
attributed to aclean sweepofthe
singles and doubles matches.
S.U.scored 1 2 points,justedging
out Nevada-Reno which scored
11.
According to Coach Mark
Frisby, Pepperdine University
has to be one of the country's
best college teams.
THE SCORERS at the
WCAC tournament are as
follows:
Pepperdine, 27; S.U., 12;
Nevada-Reno, 11; Santa Clara,
6; Loyola,3;St. Mary's,0;USF,
0.
Singles: Chris Gunning,
Pepperdine, over Ray Weber, 62, 6-4; Maurice Hunter, Pepperdine, over Dave Haglund, 6-2,64; Mike Oransky, Pepperdine,
over Jim Heliums, 6-4, 6-4.
Doubles:TonnieSie-Oransky,
Pepperdine, over Jim HeliumsDave Haglund, 6-4, 6-4; Dick
Miller-Maurice Hunter, Pepperdine, over Dave Baumer-Dave
Gerhardt, 6-3, 6-3.
Coach Frisby will take his
team to Portland, Ore. this Sun-

Sports
Women spikers to
AIAW nationals

Jeanine Shepherd, Liane
Swegle, and Terrie Winney,
members of the S.U. women's
track team, turned in top performances at the Vancouver Relays
last Saturday at Burnaby, B.C.
This meet is the last for the team
before the AIWA nationals.
At the relays. Shepherd, S.U.
freshman from Mercer Island
High School, came in second in
the 100 meter hurdles witha time
of 14.8.
Teammate Winney, S.U.,
freshman from Lynnwood High
School and member of the
Northwest Junior Rodeo
Association, finished sixthin the
— photo by mark rondeau 800 meter run
with a time of
2:15.03.
DAVE MAESAR demonstrates forehand.
SWEGl.E.seniorandthe 1974
day to face the Washington
The Chiefs will also be out to
athlete of the year, ran
Huskies and the Oregon Ducks. avenge their defeat to the Dogs a S.U.the
Falcon Track Club in
May 10, the Chiefs play few weeks ago in a head tohead with
the 4-by-800 relays. Swegle and
Pacific Lutheran University at meeting. The Chiefs will face the company
wonthe race andbroke
Parkland, Wash. Game time is Huskies at 3 p.m. Wednesday at
the Vancouver Relay record for
2:30 p.m.
the U.W. courts.
that event.

Swegle was also invited to
attend the West Coast Relays
held in Fresno, Calif. There

FOR TEN CENTS
YOU
COULD SAVE
A FRIEND'S LIFE.
A phone call. A simple,

saveyour friend's life.

Ifyour friend has been
drinking toomuch, he shouldn't
be driving.
The automobile crash is the
number onecauseofdeath of people
your age.And the ironic thing is

thatthedrunk drivers responsible |
DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. V*
,|
oftenother young people.
IF MARYI
AND 2nRS?
ROCKVILLE,
MARYLAND20852
Take a minute. Spenda
Iwant to savea friend's life,
dime. Call a cab. That's all. Ifyou
can't do that, drivehim yourself. I TeU me whatelseIcando.
IMy nameis
Orlet him sleeponyour couch.
We'renot asking you tobe IAddress
adoctor or a cop. Just a friend.
city
Zip
State

for killing young peopleare most

Almost 150
different designs
at very good prices.

SAMI
V AlltISOKV l
OMUII111

IF YOU LET A FRIEND DRIVE DRUNK,YOU'RE NO FRIEND.

167 West 21st Street
New York, NY 10011

I
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Wanted:
Babysitter-Occasional 1 bedroom apt A¥a |,ab e June 1.
hours now, full time end of July Sub|eaBe for summer quarter.
through August. Near Volunteer $10 month; includes utilities,
0/
Park. Transportation can be provid- wash
|
ng facj|itjeB part|y furnished. 3
Fee
Two
children
and
negotiable.
ed.
b|ockB (rom sy} campuB CaM 324.
new baby in August. 322-5634 4265
any me
Apts for summer quarter. 2 apts.
Wanted: Female roommate lor a $95.50 each.Utilities Included,unfursummer. Subletnear S.U. Cheap rent, nished. 3 blocks from campus. Call
626-6559.
Call 626-6667.
Lost: Keys on silver spoon-handle
Wanted: Babysitter while parents on ring. Declared missing Saturday
vacation June 12-21. 3 children 9, 7, night at concert in Campion. 4or 5
and 6. Call Marilyn Clement after keys on a ring. If found please call
Spectator, 626-6850.
noon. 329-0525.
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"Liane should be in the top
said Hansen.
Terrie will be in tough because
of the quick events.
two or three,"

"

"I am really happy with how

the three girls have done this
year," Hansen said. "We'llhave a
good foundation for next year,"
he concluded.

In doubles Paganplans to pair
Coluccio and Dawson at the
number one doubles position.
McCluskey and Riddle also will
be teamed up at number two
doubles.
In singles. Sue Goesling from
the University of Washington

will

most

likely be placed in the

number one singlesposition with
Coluccio from S.U. at number

two position.

Tea ms
from
S. U
Washington, Pacific Lutheran,
Puget Sound University,
Western Washington State
College will compete for this
regional tennis preliminary.

things

neverchange.
. First hinted
at in 1919 with a
for

i"lMi

I

Classifieds

Nationals held at Kansas State
University located in Manhattan, Kans. In that meet Winney
will participate in the 800 and
1. 500 meters race, Shepardin the
100 meter hurdles and Swegle in
the800 meter run. Allthe women
have qualified inearlier races this

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia. Washington 'OLV®

|

MtNIOFTHANSPUfUAIION NATIONAL HICHWAV I
HMf-K SAFKTYADMINISIHAI KJN
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I

NEXT WEDNESDAY, the
team will be off to the AIWA

TheS.U. women's tennis team in Pullman, Wash. The top two
will be sending five entrants to winners are eligible for the
the tournament trials held at regional meet.
Pacific Lutheran Universtiy
tomorrow and Saturday. The
COACH MIKE Pagan will
trials are the preliminaries for the enter senior Medrice Coluccio;
regionals meet which willbeheld sophomores Valeric Conger and
Sarah Dawson; freshmen
Colleen McCluskey and Alice
Riddle in this tournament.

COSMIC
ten-cent phone call for a cabcould

U.S. She'll be racing with
women such as Francie Larrieu
and Kathy Weston.
"It is a real good chance for
L.iane to run against some comparable competition," said
Coach Roger Hansen.

Five to N. W. trials

Send 25c
for complete
illustrated catalog

'

Swegle will compete against the
top 800 meter women in the

patent
"a tool rfSs^
with which to open milk Xffifflfor^
and fruit cans!' the sleek vyy///yy^/$L
steel line of the classic
XY//////jV>Bb~~^
beer hook had to await
x^Aoß£Nrjlk. j^®&>v
the invention of the beer

can by American Can in

l^^W^^^^^^^V

When employee Dewey
Sampson was detailed to mvi'
this penultimately functional tool,
succeeded in uniting 30 years of thirsty
throats with the contents of millions ot

nt^^^^^^^^^^^w

STUDENTS
Why cart all your winter collection
home for the summer.Bring it to us.
Three mos. storage, $1,250 insurance,only $39.Callfirst284-6000.
Active Moving and Storage
l 6'6
A9 n

"*

'f^**'?*
wi

'

i«im

«««»i
h aaiui
oeame, wasn.

Grad. student at S.U. needs 5 engag
ed or recently married couples to
attend 4 sexuality information
sessions for grad. project. Couples
will be paid $17 for full attendance,
Call EA 5-1242.

s^§£z%^9SW^

ln

It took skilland ingenuity and theresult
just can't be improved upon.The same goes for Oly.
Some things neverchange. A great beerdoesn't change.

Olympia never will.

Beerdoesnt jjet any better.

S.U. golfers take crown
meets of the year, the WSU
invitational and the WCAC
championships.
"It must have been very fulfilling for Rich and Jon to be cochampions," Meyer said:
At the Phoenix tournament
the team placed 14th out of 19
teams. This tournament, which
draws the top teams in the U. S.,
was won by BYU. Many considered the Phoenix meet to be
the preliminary for the NCAA
RICH Farrell and Jon championships, Meyer said.
Renberg, both from S.U. tied
"IT IS very doubtful we'll get
with a 153 over 36 holes for the
individual conference crown. an NCAA bidas we just missedit
Jeff Coston placed third with a at the Arizona tournament by a
155, Dick Sander turned in a 157 tiny bit." Meyer said.
for fifth. Dave Bogie and Doug
The team over the year has
Lauer scored a 159 and 161 won three tournaments. The
respectively.
S.U. Invitational, WSU In"We played one of the top vitational and the conference
courses in the U. 5.," coach Bill championship. The Chiefs have
Meyer said. "We had five men in also placed in the top ten in two
the top ten at this conference major tournaments.
"We have good prospects for
match."
next year." Meyer said. "We will
FARRELL, who tied along definitely miss the three seniors
with Renberg for the individual on the team; Lauer, Farrell and
crown, has won the first and last Sander."

Tim Mark, Coston, Bogie,
Renberg, Rich Friend, Tom
Flynn, and Scott Fankhauser
will return to next years' squad.

For the fifth straight year, the
S.U. men's golf team captured
the West Coast Athletic Conference Championship. The meet
was played last weekend at the
Olympic Country Club in San
Francisco.
S.U. won with a team score of
774 strokes with Santa Clara
running a distant second with
802, and Nevada-Reno finished
third with an 824 tally.

Fankhauser won the
Washington State Best Ball tournament in Yakima while his
teammates played the WCAC
championships.
Fankhauser
shot a 66 at that meet.

Curtis'Comer
Spring brings out
basketball fashion

Latest sport fashion magazines show that wearing one's
basketball practice jersey to college dances is the "in thing,"
and our S.U. squad is right up with this trend.
At Fridaynight's dance two ballplayers showed up nattily
attired in their red-and-white jerseys, stealing the show from
other fashion-conscious students. Nice work, men. Now all we
The men's crew will race in the have to do is invite UCLA to disco night to beat them.
Stewards Cup Regatta this
Ona more humorous note,did you hear the one about the
Saturday at 11 a.m. on Lake
Washington. The crew will be spastic in the deep end?
rowing over the Seward Park
Course at the south end of the
ANY,THE GOLF team came home with the fifth straight
lake in the freshman-fours-withWCAC
golf title, led by Rich Farrell and John Renberg who
cox event.
shared individual medalist honors. Again the golfers proved
Coach Carl Doenitz considers that they are one of S.U.s most successful teams.
the blade work and the rhythm of
Congratulations should go to Coach Bill Meyer for
the team enough to give the S.U.
boat a good ride and a good another outstanding season. Congratualtions also go to the
chance for a win this Saturday. men who teed off: Farrell,Renberg, Jeff Coston, Dave Bogey,
The following persons will be Dick Sander and Doug Lauer. Well done, gentlemen, who
participating in this Saturday's knows, maybe some team will pick up your lead.

Rowers
to race

Sports

meet.

PRO BASEBALL is getting into swing after the owners'
close down of spring training 'way back when.
The Dodgers are coming on strong, after a horrendous
sophomore; position number start and should edge Cincinnatti for the NL West title. In the
two, John Boyd, freshman;bow,
NL East, Pittsburgh should hold off Philadelphia with their
Larry Sullivan, freshman; and
coxswain, Peggy O'Harrow, great bats and a pitching staff which is better than most people
think.
senior.
TheAL West is wide open,but Oakland should be able to
takeanother
crown home by default. The AL East should be a
In the first game, S.U. scored 6
dynamite race with Ntw York, Boston, and Baltimore all
runs in the fourth inning to forge
into a 6-5 lead. Then S.U. was
playing on fairly equal terms. Look for Sox to win if they can
buried by a run in Boise State's
get
some good pitching to go along with Fred Lynn and
UPS,
6;
S.U. 3
fourth, which featured a total of
company
at the plate.
two home runs. Boise went on to
Singles: Medrice Coluccio,
S.U.,
Gardiner,
beat the Chiefs 18-7 in that one.
over Michele
THE NBA playoffs are in full swing, minus the Sonics
In the second game, S.U. was 3-6, 6-3, 6-4; Sarah Dawson,
up by a 4-3 count in the seventh,
S.U., over Cara Sue Cross, 5who played miserable ball in losing to Phoenix. The team lost
but lost the game5-4. TheChiefs
7,6-2,6-0; Kerry Tilson,U PS,
for a number of number of reasons, but the one that looms
stole 7 bases in the losing effort.
over Cathy Sollars, 6-1, 6-3; largest was the loss of strongman Leonard Gray, whcvgave the
The Chiefs season ledger now Zelda Zabinsky, UPS, over
stands at 12-20-2, while the Molly Gorman, 6-1,6-0; Lynn Supes good frontline scoring and rebounding. He was also
the Sonics' only muscle andit wasthat more thananything that
league record is 6-16. They will
Ellen Johnson, UPS, over
return home to close out the
Riddle,6-0,
;
6-1
Alice
Deanna
lost the team the series.
seasonin a homeandhome series
Nichols, UPS, over S.U.
Among the teams that remain,Golden State stilllooks like
with the Washington Huskies.
(default).
TUESDAY,
May
11,
the quality team in the league, and it should beat Phoenix
ON
the
Chiefs will play the Dogs at
Doubles: Colucciowithout toomuch trouble. In the east, Clevelandcould surprise
Dawson, S.U.,overGardinerGraves Field on the U.W. camBoston as they have a core of excellent ballplayers. If the
Tilson, 6-3, 6-0; Crosspus at 3:30 p.m. One week later,
Cavaliers can stop Dave Cowens, the team could upset the
on May 18, the two teams will
Johnson, UPS, over SollarsCeltics and Tom Heinshon, king of the NBA foulmouths. If
Riddle, 6-0, 6-1; Zabinskymeet again in a 4 p.m. game at
Stadium,
Cowens is able to dominate the middle, the Celts will prevail.
Sicks
the season's final Nichols over S.U. (default).
game for S.U.
I'll take the Cays in seven.
Stroke

position,

Fred

Safstrom, senior; position
number three. Bill Rambo,

Batters drop five
Baseball players and coaches
headed east of the mountains for
a busy week last Friday,to play8
games in & days. On Friday, the
Chiefs faced Gonzaga and
dropped a twinbill to the
Bulldogs by 9-2 and 2-0. On
Saturday, they travelled to
Moscow, to take on the Vandals
of Idaho and fared better, gaining a split.
In game one, the Chieftains
were dumped 9-4, but cameback
to win the second 6-4. In these
games, the Chieftains set a team
record for stolen bases in a
season, Dwight Otto also broke
the record for individual steals in
a season with his 21st theft,
breaking John Ursino's record of
20 swipes, set wayhback in 1949.
LAST TUESDAY,the Chiefs
werein Boise to face Idaho State.

women's tennis

intramurals

Another ROTC Success Story

6:00 p.m. I Kai Ka vs. Dirty
Mothers
7:15 pm. Droogs vs.

Droogs over Snafus, 16-6
IX's over P.P.'s (forfeit)

8:30 p.m. Sunbearevs. Yellow
Zonkers

'

6:00 p.m. Herpes vs. AFUT
Dirty Mothers vs. Parking
Lot Gang
8:30 p.m. Snafus vs. Aliis
Tuesday
6:00 p.m. P.P.'s vs. Snafus
7:15 p.m. Tallywackers vs.
Sunbeare
8:30 p.m. IKai Ka vs. Fathers
Daughters

22-2
Snafus over Herpes, 12-6
Parking Lot Gang over
Yellow Zonkers, 16-6

Heimskringla

Monday

GEORGETOWN BOUND

Tuesday

Kai

Thurs*>y
over Tallywachers,

Monday
Droogs over P.P.'s, (forfeit)
Aliis over A Phi O's, 21-7
Sunbeare overDirty Mothers,
(forfeit)

Standings

Men's
Heimskringla
Aliis
IK's
Droogs
Snafus
AFUT
Herpes
P.P.'s

A-Phi-O's

3-0
2-0
3-1
3-1
3-1
1-1

1-2
0-5
0-5

Women's
Sunbeare
Fathers Daughters
Dirty Mothers
I Kai Ka
Parking Lot Gang
Yellow Zonkers

Tallywackers

3-0
1-0
2-1
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-3

JOHN LUKJANOWICZ is combining a law career with
a commission in the U.S. Army through an ROTC
SCHOLARSHIP at Seattle University and a 3 year delay
in his commissioning to attend Georgetown Law
School starting next year.
Find out how you can take advantageof ROTC by
calling 626-5775.
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. . . STUDENTS FOR LIFE IS SPONSORING
" A FILM
OLD,
ENTITLED "WHEN PARENTS GROW
next Tuesday from noon to 1 p.m. and next Wednesday from 6 p.m. to 7
p.m. Admission is free.
A MEN'S RETREAT, WITH PREFERENCE GIVEN
TO SENIORS, willbe held May 21-23. For more information
contact the campus ministry office.

...

. . . THE

SIXTH ANNUAL SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
SPRING BANQUET is scheduled Saturday in Campion
Tower dining room. C. Spencer Clark, chairman of the board,
Cascade Natural Gas Co., will be the featured speaker. Social
hour begins at 6 p.m., dinner at 7 p.m. Entertainment will be
provided at 6:45 p.m. with Tony Langkilde performing a
Samoan fire-dance.
Tickets are available from the Associated Students of
Business in Pigott 156 or call 626-5457.

hapenig?

. . . ALL

MALES AND FEMALES INTERESTED IN
CHEERLEADING NEXT YEAR should meet at noon next
Wednesday in the upper Chieftain.

. . .WANTED:

PERSONS INTERESTED IN A JOB
BEGINNING FALL QUARTER. $2.50 an houras a part time
computer operator for the computer center. A minimum grade
of Bin Math 114 or 214 is required. Previous experience may
be substituted.
If interested see Jim Dooley, Barman 406-A, between 1-3
p.m. any afternoon except Tuesday.

. . .THE OFFICE

What's

OF THE PROVOST is assisting the
department of rehabilitation in a research project to determine
the needs of disabled students at S.U. Disabled students are
urged to contact Margaret Sifferman in the rehabilitation
department office in Campion Tower, 626-5788.

. . . S.U. STUDENTS FOR LIFE

WILL HOLD ELECTIONS for next year's officers at 6:30 p.m. next Monday in the
Bellarmine basement lounge. Those interested in running for
president, vice president, or secretary-treasurer should attend
the meeting or contact Rod Harmon at 324-3285.

. . . THE NEW FACULTY LOUNGE INMARIAN HALL

WILL BE READY IN A MONTH AND NEEDS
DONATED FURNITURE, the lounge type. Contact Kunz at
626-6378 or Sue Jackson at 626-6689.
THE ORIENTATION COMMITTEE WILL MEET
NEXT MONDAY, at 6 p.m. in the Chieftain conference room.
Anyone interested is invited to attend. For more information
call Bill, 626-6330.
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... A BLOOD DRIVE, SPONSORED BY ALPHA PHI
OMEGA, WILL BE HELD from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., next

Wednesday, in the upper Chieftain. For more information call
May Ann 626-6481 or Roxanne 626-5682.

. . . STUDENTS INTERESTED IN

APPLYING FOR
DANFORTH, FULBRIGHT, MARSHALL OR RHODES
SCHOLARSHIPS should contact Pat Burke immediately in
Marian 106 or call 626-5795.

A SCIENCE AND ENGINEER..."PHOTOSYNTHESIS,
by
McNeil, S.J., chemistry depart-

ING SEMINAR
Arthur
ment, will be held at noon today in Barman 501.
"CHRISTMAS FLOODS OF 1974," A FILM ABOUT
THE FLOODING OF THE AMERICAN RIVER IN
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA will be shown at noon today in
the engineeringbuilding E-111. The public is invited to this 32minute film sponsored by the American Society of Civil

...

Engineers.

. . . OPEN HEART SURGERY, THE LAST ONE TO BE

VIEWED THIS SCHOOL YEAR, will be 9 a.m. to noon next

Friday at U.W. hospital. Anyone interested please sign up at
6th floor Barman on Dr. Read's door. This activity is
sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Delta.

. . . A POT LUCK DINNER FOR ALL ALPHA EPSILON

MEMBERS AND ANY INTERESTED HEALTH FIELD
MAJOR WILL BE 6:30 p.m., tonight, at Dr. Read's house,
911 11th E.
Elections for next year's officers and a discussion concerning the national convention will be held at thistime. For more
information call Pat 329-5985. Please sign up on Dr. Read's
door, 6th floor Barman.

. . . THE

SPRING SEARCH STILL HAS A FEW
OPENINGS FOR THE MAY 14-16 DATE.Deadline for
applications is tomorrow. Applications may be picked up at
campus ministry, Pigott 301.

. . . THERE WILL BE A WOMAN'S SUPPORT GROUP
FORMING ON MAY 19 at 7:30 p.m. at S.U. Women,
particularly single parents and returning students, are invited
to attend. The meeting will organize the group. For more
information, call Carol McLaughlin, 626-6646.

. . .11,SIGN UPS AT THE ASSU FOR SENATE SEATS 9,

12 AND SENIOR, JUNIOR AND SOPHOMORE
CLASS PRESIDENTS are open until next Wednesday at 4
p.m. Grade transcripts are due next Friday. The primary will
be held May 18 and the final election will be May 21.
10,

